Limitation Model

Primarily Remote with priority groups in school

- Lunch will be outside
- Free of charge
- No Busing available
- Before and After school care can be added for a fee

Remote Learning Centers:

- Building-Based with small cohorts of students
- Free of charge
- No Busing available
- Before and After school care can be added for a fee

Considerations for the Limited Model:

- Keep the quality of deliverable education at the forefront of all decisions.
- The school day has been altered taking into consideration screen time, no transportation needs, and family planning.
- Time allotted to the beginning and end of the day for teacher access and small group targeted instruction.

Goals for the Limited Model

- Unfinished learning has been identified and curriculum adapted to prioritize power standards to hold most fidelity to the curriculum.
- Adaptive technologies in ELA and Math will be used to help fill the gaps.
- We will prioritize our most needful learners for access to instruction in person. We will assure that those that need technology will receive it.
- The first two weeks of school will be used for building relationships, developing virtual structures, and there will be a plan to bring students in for outside gatherings to build community.

School Day - Schedule for the Limited Model

Remote 2.0 - What you can expect this Fall:

- Adherence to a Schedule
- Personalized Learning Models
- flipped/station rotation/playlists
- Use of Technology
- virtual learning expectations for students & parents
- Supplies & materials

- Homework & Grading
- Assignments due next class
- Traditional grading back in place
- Assessments will be virtual
- Placement are intact from the Spring but adjustments can be made if deemed necessary.

Technology

- Platforms: Google Enterprise, SeeSaw, Mackin
- Instructional Enhancement tools: Zoom, Screencastify, EdPuzzle, Padlet
- Content Specific Digital Tools: Gizmos, SmartMusic, WeVideo, Learning A-Z
- Support for families - In the Fall...videos and How-Tos!